Write sentences from the words in the given tense.

1. He – be – an interesting man (**past simple**)
2. I – arrive – at 11. (**going-to future**)
3. I – not do – that – if – I – be – you (**conditional 1 and past simple**)
4. Many people – wear – dark clothes – night (**present simple**)
5. He – discuss – the topic – for the last two weeks (**present perfect progressive**)
6. They – just finish – homework (**present perfect simple**)
7. She – get up – now? (**present progressive**)
8. Prime Minster – speak – on TV – but - he – ill (**conditional 2 and past perfect simple**)
11. The boys – play – football – whole day (**present perfect progressive**)
12. He – often – shop – Harrods. (**present simple**)
13. If – I – see – lights – I – stop (**past simple and conditional 1**)
14. He said – Mum – already – go out (**past perfect simple**)
15. I – run into – Tom – yesterday (**past simple**)
17. The sales – start – next Monday (**present progressive**)
18. When – I – enter – classroom – lesson – go on (**past simple and progressive**)
20. I – ski – when – I – be – at the university (**past simple**)
22. She – sell – the ring (**conditional 2**)
23. I – learn – type – now (**present progressive**)
25. You – see – moon – last night? (**past simple**)
Write sentences from the words in the given tense.

1. He was an interesting man.
2. I am going to arrive at 11.
3. I would not do that if I were you.
4. Many people wear dark clothes at night.
5. He has been discussing the topics for the last two weeks.
6. They have just finished homework.
7. Is she getting up now?
8. The Prime Minister would have spoken on TV but he had been ill.
9. When he came back the workers had already cleaned the pavement.
10. What were you doing yesterday evening?
11. The boys have been playing football the whole day.
12. He often shops at Harrod’s.
13. If I saw the lights I would stop.
14. He said that Mum had already gone out.
15. I ran into Tom yesterday.
16. Next week I will be sitting on the beach.
17. The sales are starting next Monday.
18. When I entered the classroom the lesson was going on.
19. Could you ski when you were little?
20. I skied when I was at the university.
21. How long have you been working for the company?
22. She would have sold the ring.
23. I am learning to type now.
24. Have you heard from him lately?
25. Did you see the moon last night?